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Motion for a resolution
Paragraph 1 – point b – point v

Motion for a resolution
(v) to increase market access for services according to a ‘hybrid list approach’, using for market access ‘positive lists’, whereby services that are to be opened up to foreign companies are explicitly mentioned and new services are excluded while ensuring that possible stand-still and ratchet clauses only apply to non-discrimination provisions and allow for enough flexibility to bring services of general economic interest back into public control as well as to take into account the emergence of new and innovative services and using ‘negative list approach’ for national treatment;

Amendment
(v) to ensure that negotiations on services liberalisation are pursued in full accordance with the ‘positive list’ approach, for both Market Access and National Treatment, as it applies in the EU-Korea FTA; to ensure by way of a horizontal clause that public authorities retain the option of reassuming public control over liberalised services of general economic interest;

Or. en